JUST IN: Aging Minds Foundation To Salute Former Dallas Morning News Columnist Bob Miller And His Child-Bride Shirley Miller

Aging Minds Foundation’s Chair Barbara Daseke and her fundraising partner Laree Hulshoff have just revealed that former Dallas Morning News columnist Bob Miller and his bride of 52 years Shirley Miller will be feted at the Aging Minds soiree on Saturday, March 5, at The Joule.

Serving as honorary co-chairs for “A Salute to Shirley and Bob Miller” will be Lee Ann and Alan White and Lana and Barry Andrews and The Joule Hotel will be the presenting sponsor. The event will benefit the Center for BrainHealth at the University of Texas at Dallas.

In addition to cocktails and dinner, tenor James Valenti will perform.

According to Barbara, “Research into the aging mind, diagnosing symptoms and managing life-challenging conditions necessitate funding. At the Aging Mind Foundation, it is our goal to use proceeds from this evening to contribute to institutions in North Texas who conduct research and provide treatment, education and advocacy of critical issues unique to the aging mind. Our society is rapidly aging, with increasing numbers of the population in their 7th decade or later. The need to understand how and why the mind ages and how this process can be halted or slowed has never been more urgent.”